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No Nonsense Exposing The Truth Of The Jewish God 
 

 

The Jewish "god" in the Kabala and Torah is very simple the Jewish leadership spell this out for 

their own so they know what they are doing and how to use this. While hiding this from 

everyone else. 

 

In Kabala the Jewish Rabbi's state the symbol of their "god" is the Kabala tree. 
 

The YHVH in Kabala is spelled YHV the reason for this the Y H V are the three pillar's of the 

world tree. The Yud is the male side the Vau is the female side and the Heh is the middle pillar. 

The ancient hieroglyph of Heh shows it to be the spinal pillar. This Heh is the word "god" 

created the universe thought. The universe in Kabala are the ten worlds which are the ten 

utterances of creation in Genesis in the Torah. 
 

The reason for this the ten worlds are the main chakra points along the spine and in the brain. 

That is ruled by Heh. The seven lower face are the main chakra's and the three upper faces 

relate to the minor chakra points in the brain such as the pineal.  

 

 

The next part of what their "god" is simple the 10 worlds and the 22 letters. The name of their 

"god" is called the 22 letters in Kabala and this is what "god" creates thought along with the ten 

chakra's using the energy of this together for magic. The ten worlds and 22 letters makes 32 

which is given the name Lev in Kabala. This spells Leviathan.  

 

In Kabala the worlds are joints in the spine and the letters connect between them. This is 

because in Kabala each letter is shown relating to one of the vertebrae in the spine. This is 

done to raise their energy up the spine from Malkuth the root to Keter the crown. With the 

worlds relating to longer words of power in Hebrew to access the center and push the energy 

past the knot or world or gate, they are all called in kabala. That the chakra represents in the 

spine to the next one. Moving to the crown.  
 

Yahweh in Kabala is stated to be both male and female an androgynous being. This is the 

symbol of the androgynous serpent of Kabala the Leviathan. The male and female parts of the 

serpent channels and the male and female chakra's united.  

 

In the Kabala the Jewish Rabbi's state that "god" is the Kabala tree just mentioned. And that the 

Jews are their own "god" this is due to the fact the Kabala tree is the map of the Jewish soul 

and nothing else. 
 

In Hebrew and the ancient language "Than" means "serpent" and Levi-Than is the serpent of 

the Jews. The Levite is the leadership class of the Jew's which the Jewish Rabbi today 

represents. This is why they are called the Kohen class. Kohen means serpent. The symbol of 

the leading Kohen is the crown of Keter showing they have led the Leviathan to the crown. And 
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thus become "god". This is all spelled out in the Torah showing this is the way it has always 

been in Judaism.  
 

The Jewish Rabbi's call their Torah nothing more then a thought form they have created with 

the 22 letters of Hebrew and that they interconnect with their souls by the Shema and other 

ritual infusions and thus direct.  
 

The Jews are the false Gods of the Torah, Bible and Koran. And the Jews are the false gods of 

this planet. 

 

The reason the Leviathan is the serpent of the Jews and for them only is due to the fact the 

Rabbi's state the Jewish Race has a different soul structure from the Gentiles and this 

information is suited only for them. Gentiles who try and use this do meet with all kinds of 

serious problems and ends. Even their own spiritual system shows the Jew is an alien soul. To 

be a Kohen Jew one has to be of the purest racial Jewish blood by their own Jewish laws. This 

is to ensure those with the proper soul use this and for success with this system and to maintain 

this leadership class. There are two types of angels in Kabala one is simple thought forms. The 

other are the seraphim that the Rabbi's state are literally reptilian beings who appear to them 

and direct the Jewish People. What kind of an alien soul do the Jews have. The Kohen gene 

has reptilian DNA in it. 
 

The Jewish Rabbi's state that Satan represents the soul of the Gentiles and our spiritual 

systems which the Jews want gone totally from this planet as the biggest threat to them. The 

God and biological creator of Gentiles is called Amalek which is the occult name of Satan in 

Kabala. SA is soul in Sanskrit the original language of and Tan is serpent. Satan, means the 

serpent of the Gentiles. The soul of the Gentiles. This is also the serpentine system of the 

chakra's and their nadis and petals all of which are sound vibrations of the Sanskrit alphabet in 

the original Gentile teaching. The Jews warn their own to stay away from the Goyim's spiritual 

system as its toxic to them. Many Jews have gone insane from not listening to that advice. They 

are an alien soul. 
 

In ancient Aryan culture Shaitana is the name of the serpent energy. This is Shaitan which is 

another spelling of Satan. 

 

 

 

Source 
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